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This report examines the actions being taken or considered by state governments to ensure that the public can track the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, a process used to drill for and extract natural gas supplies. By examining current state disclosure laws, identifying the gap between effective disclosure rules and existing practice, and reviewing the most recent evidence on the health risks of exposure to the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, we hope this report will encourage state and local authorities to improve their chemical disclosure standards, especially in those regions of the country most involved in and affected by natural gas extraction.

Community groups, individual citizens, and public officials have a right to know which chemicals are used in the natural gas extraction process. Some of the chemicals known to be used in the process have been linked to a heightened risk of cancer and to kidney, liver, heart, blood, lung, and neurological damage in humans, so it is imperative that the level of these chemicals in the water and air around gas wells be carefully monitored. Almost half a million natural gas wells have been built in at least 30 states and more are planned, so the dangers to public health could be growing.

Disclosing the chemicals associated with natural gas extraction is a necessary first step toward ensuring our search for domestic energy supplies does not threaten our water supplies or the health of our people. Ongoing monitoring to guard against chemical contamination and to ensure a rapid response to leakage or other problems should follow. With the amount of capital and technical expertise that oil and gas companies control, we have a right to demand the highest standards of construction, equipment operations, and safety in the pursuit of new energy resources. The responsibility to ensure these standards are met rests with government.
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Advances in drilling technologies over the past two decades have created new opportunities for natural gas extraction, and as a result, the number of natural gas wells operating in the United States has grown dramatically. Today, almost half a million wells are operating in at least 30 states. Just ten of these states combined have more than 400,000 wells in operation; Texas alone has more than 90,000. The top ten companies that drill for natural gas in the United States reported revenues of over $1.1 trillion in 2010, and the four largest reported an estimated $106 billion in profits in 2011. Natural gas harvesting is a large, profitable, and growing business.

Nine out of ten gas wells use hydraulic fracturing to release methane gas for energy use. This is a process that starts with a vertical well dug deep into the earth; then a perpendicular, horizontal shaft is drilled into shale rock. With immense pressure, a mixture of water, sand, and toxic chemicals is pulsed deep into the underground rock formations. The shale rock fractures, and sand or other granular substances prop open the fractures, allowing the natural gas to be released up the well shafts where it is harnessed for sale. If all of the methane and fluid used in the drilling is not contained, underground water supplies can be contaminated. The wastewater left over from hydraulic fracturing (or fracking) can contain toxic chemicals and may be disposed of by drilling new wastewater storage wells, again presenting the possibility of leakage of toxic substances into surrounding soil and water.

Multiple cases of severe water contamination near fracking sites have been documented for at least fifteen years. Some of the chemicals known to be used in fracking fluids have been linked to a heightened risk of cancer and to kidney, liver, heart, blood, lung, and neurological damage in humans, demonstrating that the health risks of water and soil contamination are great. Natural gas drilling uses enormous amounts of fresh water, which also puts pressure on local water supplies. In Ohio, wastewater disposal associated with the natural gas extraction process has been linked to earthquakes. In short, the potential public safety impacts of natural gas harvesting are serious and far-reaching.

But government oversight to ensure the public health and safety of communities near natural gas wells is inconsistent and inadequate. Citizens may assume that gas drilling is covered by the federal Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, a law whose stated intent is to prevent toxic substances from being injected near underground drinking water supplies. But in the 1990s, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) claimed it did not have authority to regulate hydraulic fracturing under the Safe Drinking Water Act. Thanks to a citizen lawsuit brought by a family in Alabama and an appeals court ruling, the EPA was directed to reconsider this position in 1997.
In spite of this, not much oversight or enforcement was evident over the next eight years, and in 2005, when Congress passed a massive energy bill, a clause was inserted into the law specifically exempting hydraulic fracturing from oversight under the Safe Drinking Water Act.

As a result, the task of protecting the health and safety of citizens and regulating natural gas drilling has been left to state and local governments. Currently, at least 30 states are engaged in natural gas drilling; six states have more than 30,000 wells; another five have between 10,000 and 30,000 wells. Yet only 13 states with active gas reserves have passed laws or established rules requiring even basic public disclosure about the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, and only four of those 13 require that any information be provided before drilling occurs so that authorities can monitor potential changes in water and air quality over time. Four other states have proposed hydraulic fracturing policies. Most of the state laws or rules that do exist contain loopholes that allow companies to refuse to disclose the ingredients in the fracking products they use by claiming that these ingredients are “confidential business information” – implying that making the information public would give a competitor an unfair advantage.

We believe an effective state disclosure policy should include the following elements:

1. *As a condition of receiving a drilling permit,* the owners and operators of natural gas wells should be required to submit baseline information, including identification of water sources in the region that could be affected by drilling, measurements of water and air quality, specific chemicals that will be used in the drilling process, and a plan for monitoring air and water quality throughout the life of the well and for three years after it is closed.

2. Specificity is important. Chemical information should be collected from the drilling companies, well operators, and manufacturers. This information should include the unique chemical identification numbers, concentrations, and the quantity of the chemicals used. Only by knowing the exact names of chemicals can states test for the presence of toxic chemicals in water supplies and understand their potential health impacts.

3. To prevent wholesale exemptions of chemical disclosure by companies claiming that the above information is “confidential business information” or a “trade secret,” states should have clear guidelines limiting trade secrets exemptions and should establish a process for substantiating and challenging industry claims about trade secrets.

4. Information about the chemicals used in the natural gas drilling and harvesting process, and the information in the monitoring plan, should be posted on a public website that allows users to search, sort, and download data on individual wells, including the names of the companies that are drilling and operating the wells and the chemicals in the products they are using.

No state has yet established all of the elements of a chemical disclosure policy strong enough to ensure the quality of the water and the health of communities near gas wells. Colorado has made the most progress, putting in place several elements of an effective disclosure policy, including requiring detailed information on the chemicals used in fracking, limiting confidential business information exemptions, and requiring online public posting of some of the information collected. However, Colorado does not mandate baseline studies of air and water quality. Wyoming requires fairly comprehensive disclosure prior to drilling. A few other states (Montana, Arkansas, and Pennsylvania) require much more limited disclosure before drilling begins. Thirteen states⁶ require some public disclosure of the chemicals used in fracturing operations.

---

⁶ Several states have proposed hydraulic fracturing disclosure policies.
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– the first necessary step in monitoring and holding companies accountable for public safety and environmental quality. Eight states\(^7\) require that this information be posted online in some fashion, but no state currently provides access to chemical disclosure information online in a searchable, downloadable format.

Seven states with significant amounts of natural gas drilling activity have no state laws or rules requiring public disclosure of the chemicals used in the process. One of these states – West Virginia – has more than 52,000 wells in operation.\(^8\)

Table 1. Disclosure of the Chemicals Used in Hydraulic Fracturing in States with Natural Gas Drilling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Better Protections</th>
<th>Is Basel line data collected before the drilling begins?</th>
<th>Is chemical disclosure comprehensive, specific, and timely?</th>
<th>Are there limits on ‘confidential business information’ exemptions?</th>
<th>Is information readily available to the public online?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Is baseline data collected before the drilling begins?</td>
<td>Is chemical disclosure comprehensive, specific, and timely?</td>
<td>Are there limits on “confidential business information” exemptions?</td>
<td>Is information readily available to the public online?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate Protections</td>
<td>Arkansas, California*, Colorado, Illinois*, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Nebraska*, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas</td>
<td>Michigan, New York*</td>
<td>California*, Indiana, Michigan, New Mexico, North Dakota</td>
<td>Arkansas, Indiana, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No State Action**</td>
<td>Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\)Indicates states with proposed policies

\(^**\)Several states, including Alabama and West Virginia, have policies regulating hydraulic fracturing, but they do not require public chemical disclosure.

\(^7\) Ibid.

\(^8\) West Virginia does have a policy regulating hydraulic fracturing, but it does not require public chemical disclosure.
Given the amount of capital and technical expertise that oil and gas companies control, we have a right to demand the highest standards of construction, equipment operations, and safety in the pursuit of new energy resources. A recent international study on natural gas extraction estimates that building wells to the highest possible safety standards would add about seven percent to construction costs. This is a critical investment in the future – for businesses, communities, and the next generation.

Ultimately, the responsibility to ensure that the natural gas industry drills safely and responsibly rests with government. More federal oversight is needed. The 2005 “Halliburton loophole” exempting natural gas drilling from the protections of the Safe Drinking Water Act needs to be closed.

Under current law, states have been left with oversight responsibility for natural gas drilling. To fulfill their obligation to protect the health and welfare of the people who reside in their states, public officials – legislators and administrators – need to develop disclosure rules. Disclosing the chemicals associated with natural gas extraction is the necessary first step to ensuring that our search for domestic energy supplies does not compromise our water supplies or threaten the health of our people. People have the right to know if potentially toxic chemicals are being discharged into the environment where they’re living and raising children. And government has the responsibility to establish standards and procedures that protect the general welfare. More progress is needed.

---

Preface

In 1976, Ruben DeVaughn McMillian and his wife began living on 40 acres of land in Northeast Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, that has been in the McMillian family since 1820. In November 1988, the McMillians noticed that their water was turning gray and contained black oily goo that bubbled and smelled of rotten eggs. This change occurred shortly after the River Gas Corporation began hydraulic fracturing to open up a methane well near their home. The McMillians had no methane wells on their land, but a number of wells had been drilled around their property, some within 800 feet of their home.

The family asked the Alabama Oil and Gas Board, the agency that regulates gas drilling, to test their water for contamination. The board tested for "naturally occurring" contaminants and found none, claiming it could not test for the presence of fracking chemicals because it did not have a list of the chemicals used. The family then hired a private consultant to test their water, who confirmed methane gas had contaminated their well. They also contacted the state Environmental Protection Agency. Ten months after the McMillian family filed a complaint, the state EPA tested their water and found no contaminants. However, given the methane the consultant found in their water supply and the fact that they could smell it themselves, the family starting buying and carting in bottled water for drinking and cooking.

In 1992, the family reported that a creek near their house had turned blue and all the fish had died. The Fish and Wildlife Service tested the water, confirmed pollution was the cause, but never revealed the source of the pollution. The creek cleared eventually but remained sterile.

Having received no response from state oversight bodies in the previous six years, the McMillians called a public interest environmental organization for help. In 1994, the Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation (LEAF) petitioned the federal EPA to initiate proceedings against Alabama's Underground Injection Control (UIC) program for failing to protect the McMillians' drinking water, as required under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. A year later, the agency denied the petition on the grounds that hydraulic fracturing didn't fall under the definition of "underground injection" contained in the Safe Drinking Water Act (which had been passed in 1974, before hydraulic fracturing was in widespread use). LEAF asked for a court review of the decision and on Aug. 7, 1997, the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Safe Drinking Water Act's definition of underground injection did cover hydraulic fracturing and ordered the EPA to reconsider. Almost ten years after the McMillians' initial complaint that fracking contaminated their drinking water, they finally found a public institution that listened.

In 2005, Congress changed the law to exempt hydraulic fracturing from the oversight provided by the Safe Drinking Water Act. The McMillians, and everyone else facing problems from fracking wells, were right back where they started.
1. The Debate over Natural Gas Drilling

In the past decade, the number of natural gas wells operating in the United States has grown to almost half a million as advances in drilling techniques have created new opportunities for natural gas extraction. The gas industry estimates that the United States possesses 2,214 trillion cubic feet of recoverable natural gas resources; shale gas (the type extracted through hydraulic fracturing) accounts for almost a quarter of this total. Today, up to 5 trillion cubic feet of shale gas is likely being harvested in the U.S. per year, and that amount is projected to grow. As a result of all the new wells established and gas supplies brought to market, the residential price for a thousand cubic feet of natural gas has fallen from $13.73 in 2006 to $10.80 in 2011. The top ten companies that drill for natural gas in the United States reported revenues of over $1.1 trillion in 2010.

Nine out of ten natural gas wells operating in the United States use hydraulic fracturing to extract the gas. With hydraulic fracturing, a mixture of water, sand, and toxic chemicals is pumped deep into the ground under massive pressure in order to break up the shale rock that contains natural gas. While initially hailed as a clean energy technology, a growing body of evidence is raising questions about the long-term public health risks associated with hydraulic fracturing—especially the contamination of water systems.

Natural gas wells may create employment in areas where economic opportunities are few and tax revenue is low. Estimates of the number of jobs that would be created are highly dependent on the assumptions used for “multiplier” effects. Most wells are built in three to four months, and while construction may require several hundred workers, the jobs are temporary and may require specialized skills not found in the local workforce. Estimates of the staff required to operate a complete well vary from less than one to four full-time employees. Since evidence indicates the average life of a fracking well is only seven and a half years, and the damage to

water and land can be long-term, it can be difficult to strike the proper balance between benefits and costs of natural gas production.\(^{17}\)

The national debate about natural gas extraction and hydraulic fracturing has been distorted by industry promotion. “With natural gas being heavily promoted in TV ads and by politicians and proponents, such as oilman and hedge-fund manager T. Boone Pickens, many Americans have come to see the resource in a positive light,” noted Vanity Fair’s Christopher Bateman in a June 2010 article.\(^{18}\) According to industry claims, shale gas production will significantly reduce energy costs to consumers.\(^{19}\) A few environmental groups also embraced natural gas as cleaner and less environmentally damaging than coal because the wells produced less disruption at the surface.\(^{20}\)

At the local level, in communities that live over natural gas fields, public debate may be even more difficult because the stakes are so high and so personal. The shale beds are often located in regions of the country without a great deal of new economic activity. Sometimes, landowners approached by gas companies find the added income from leasing part of their land a godsend that allows them to stay on their farms or ranches. Others find wells tapped out in two years and their land and water so toxic that they cannot sell their property or move. In each community, there are likely to be winners and losers – people who sold quickly or leased profitably and are happy with the arrangement, and others who see only added traffic, noise, emissions from wells and trucks, inflated prices, and disruptions to the small-town life they love. The local debates are typically not about “tree huggers” versus jobs. The local discussion is about how to best make a living and pass something on to your kids while simultaneously protecting your children’s health and ensuring the land you own is worth keeping. This is not a trade-off American families should have to make. If we are going to harvest natural gas, we should do so safely.

---


2. The Expansion of Natural Gas Extraction Across the United States

Over the past two decades, as conventional oil and gas deposits were depleted, the growing demand for energy prompted the extraction industry to develop ways to reach fuel reserves previously deemed inaccessible – deepwater offshore oil reserves, tar sands beds, and natural gas sealed in underground shale rock formations. By the late 1990s, aided by advances in technology, the natural gas industry found it had become profitable to harvest gas locked deep in shale.\(^{21}\)

The number of active natural gas wells operating in the United States increased by 42 percent between 2000 and 2010. An intersection of several developments was responsible for this rapid increase. In the late 1990s, a new drilling method – horizontal hydraulic fracturing – made it economically feasible to extract gas from hard rock across vast areas of the country (See Map 1).\(^{22}\) Estimates of the natural gas that could be harvested in the United States increased dramatically. As the cost of imported fuel rose in the early 2000s, both producers and politicians put more emphasis on increasing our domestic supplies of oil and gas.

Map 1. Shale Gas in the United States

---


\(^{22}\) Another type of fracking, vertical hydraulic fracturing, was first used commercially by Halliburton in 1943 and was in wide use in Texas and Oklahoma by the late 1940s. Montgomery, Carl T., and Smith, Michael B. "Hydraulic Fracturing: History of an Enduring Technology." JPT Online. http://www.jptonline.org/index.php?id=481.
Natural gas expansion was no doubt also boosted by the passage of the Energy Policy Act of 2005. Thanks to three paragraphs included in the law, hydraulic fracturing operations are exempt from most of the oversight requirements contained in the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (see section 5 of this report for more details on the exemption). The Energy Policy Act simultaneously provided drilling subsidies to the industry and removed requirements that well operators assess and monitor water quality risks.

By 2010, gas wells were operating in at least 30 states, and 20 of those states had more than 1,000 gas producing wells. (See Map 2) The Barnett Shale fields in Texas were the first to be tapped. Energy companies then expanded to other major shale formations across the country, including the Bakken Shale of Montana and North Dakota and the giant Marcellus Shale that underlies several northeastern and Appalachian states.
3. The Hydraulic Fracturing Process

Hydraulic fracturing is used in nine out of ten gas wells operating in the United States today. Although the specific drilling and extraction processes for each well vary depending on geologic, hydrologic, economic, and other factors, most energy companies follow the same three-stage process for extracting gas from unconventional sources.

- **Well Construction and Stimulation.** This step involves preparing the site and drilling the well. The land is cleared, access roads are constructed, pits for wastewater are dug, a well pad is built, and the well is drilled. The well bore is then “perforated” using small explosive charges to create fractures radiating from the well bore into the target rock formation. These perforations allow wider access to the gas stored in the rock and serve as a conduit for subsequent fracking treatments.

- **Horizontal Drilling.** One of the key technologies that has enabled the recent expansion of gas extraction is horizontal (or directional) drilling. Drillers can redirect the drill bit to drill horizontally, allowing a greater portion of the well bore to pass through the target rock formation. The lateral sections of the well may extend from 1,000 to 6,000 feet or more.23 Horizontal drilling means less disruption on the surface of the land – instead of drilling several vertical bore holes perpendicular into the shale, a horizontal bore can follow the length of the shale deposit. A vertical well can only access gas relatively near the well shaft. In contrast, lateral drill holes extend 1,500 to 5,000 feet from the main shaft in the Barnett Shale in Texas and up to 10,000 feet in the Bakken formation in North Dakota. (See Figures 1 and 2)

- **Hydraulic Fracturing Treatments.** Enormous quantities of fluids are pumped into the well at extremely high pressures, which creates new fissures or enlarges existing fissures. From 2 million to 4 million gallons of water – often shipped to the well in trucks – may be used to fracture a single well.24 Drillers add chemicals and materials known as proppants to the water to improve gas production.

Proppants, usually sand or ceramic beads, lodge in the fissures and literally prop them open,

---

allowing the gas stored inside the rock to escape into the well and be pumped out. More than 4 million pounds of proppants per well may be used in shale gas extraction. Chemical additives include gels to increase the fluid’s viscosity and ability to carry the proppant into the fissures, acids to dissolve rock debris, poisons to prevent microbial growth, surfactants to reduce viscosity and improve removal of the fracking fluid, and corrosion inhibitors to preserve the pipes. Tens of thousands of gallons of chemical additives may be used in each well. Drillers also often inject radioactive tracers into fracking fluid to map the pattern and location of the fractures.

The fracking treatment usually occurs in stages, and a single well can be fracked multiple times. The composition of the fluids and additives varies based on the location and type of

---

Figure 2. Horizontal Drilling

---

well and may change as fracturing proceeds. Up to 80 percent of fracting fluids may remain unrecovered following fracting.26

- **Waste management.** After the fracting treatment, water is brought back to the surface and must be managed. This wastewater, also called flowback water, contains some level of the chemical additives used and may also carry naturally occurring mineral salts and radioactive materials.27 Wastewater is sometimes reused in subsequent fracting treatments, but ultimately, all water removed from the wells must be disposed of or treated. Wastewater may be pumped into lined pits for storage, or in sparsely populated areas, new wells may be drilled for the wastewater. In more populated areas where storage is limited, the wastewater may be transferred to water treatment plants that may not have the capacity to adequately clean the water for human consumption or reintroduction into the environment.

A well is generally regarded as complete when the drilling and fracturing is finished and the well produces gas. As production inevitably slows down, a well may be “worked over,” that is, cleaned and maintained and re-fractured to increase the rate of production from the well. While industry often claims that shale gas wells have a potential life of 30 or 40 years, recent studies suggest that many fracting wells will only produce gas for just over seven years, with the most common well life being only four years.28 The costs of production and clean up for each well need to be weighed against this calculus.

2 million to 4 million gallons of water may be used to fracture a single well.

---

4. The Risks Associated with Hydraulic Fracturing

Evidence of the risks associated with hydraulic fracturing has been accumulating. First and foremost are the health threats associated with the chemicals used in the fracking process. While the amount of chemical additives in the fracturing fluid is small relative to the total fluid pushed into a well, over the life of a well, the cumulative amount of chemical additives driven into the ground can be as high as tens of thousands of gallons. Researchers at Duke University found that a single well can produce more than a million gallons of wastewater in the first month of drilling and production alone. This wastewater can contain levels of pollutants that far exceed what is considered safe for drinking water.

Of the 2,500 products used in the hydraulic fracturing process, more than 650 contained known carcinogens and other hazardous substances, according to a 2011 report by the U.S. House of Representatives. For example, benzene causes cancer and bone marrow failure; lead damages the nervous system and causes brain disorders; boric acid causes kidney failure and death. A 2010 study of 353 chemicals used in natural gas operations found that more than 75 percent of the chemicals used can lead to skin, eye, and sensory organ damage, as well as damage to the respiratory and gastrointestinal organs; about 40 percent of the chemicals used could damage the brain and nervous system, the immune and cardiovascular systems, and the kidneys; 37 percent of the chemicals could lead to endocrine disruption; and 25 percent could increase the risks of cancer and mutations.

The chemicals used in natural gas drilling can contaminate the water supply in an area in several ways. First, if the well shaft is not adequately sealed, chemicals may leak out during injection or extraction of fracking fluids.

Second, up to 80 percent of the chemically treated fracking fluid is left underground during the extraction process, and there are concerns that chemicals could migrate into groundwater used for drinking water and other purposes.

Third, spills and accidents can release chemicals onto the surface of the land surrounding a well, exposing air, vegetation, and surface water to contamination from the chemicals.

Fourth, two-thirds of fracking fluid is eventually retrieved and must be disposed of as contaminated wastewater. In less populated areas of the far West, new vertical wells are sometimes drilled for storage of waste materials, creating another opportunity for chemically tainted waste to contaminate water supplies in an area. In more populated areas in the East, wastewater may be run through municipal water treatment plants that are not adequately prepared to effectively treat the wastewater before it is recycled into natural water bodies or manmade water systems.

Hydraulic fracturing has been linked to a growing number of cases of water contamination. The earliest documented case is probably a well in West Virginia in 1982. 33 In 1988, the McMillian family’s ordeal began in Alabama. 34 More recently, in 2004, Pennsylvania state regulators linked methane contamination in drinking water wells to gas drilling. In 2008 and 2009, wastewater from natural gas operations polluted the Monongahela River when local water treatment plants were unable to treat the wastewater. Afterwards, Pennsylvania regulators forced a drastic reduction in the amount of gas drilling wastewater that water treatment plants could accept. 35 From 2009 to 2011, the Cabot Oil and Gas Company trucked in drinking water to residents in the town of Dimock, Pennsylvania, after the company polluted drinking water sources there. 36

According to a 2011 study, at least 68 private water wells in Pennsylvania and New York have been contaminated by gas drilling operations. 37 In Colorado, between 2003 and 2008, state regulators received around 1,500 reports of hazardous spills by drilling companies, with 300 of these spills measurably impacting water supplies. 38 A 2008 report found widespread degradation of well water quality in Garfield County, Colorado, as a result of oil and gas drilling operations. 39

In New Mexico, regulators have identified about 800 cases of water contamination by oil and gas operations, with half of the instances caused by chemicals leaking into the ground from wastewater pits. 40 A 2009 investigation by ProPublica revealed that methane contamination of drinking water, caused by fracking, was widespread. 41

Riverkeepers, an environmental organization, identified more than 100 cases of water contamination caused by spills, leaks, dumping, equipment malfunctions, and other causes related to hydraulic fracturing operations. 42 In May 2011, a Duke University peer-reviewed scientific study linked fracking to drinking water contamination “so severe that some faucets can be lit on fire.” 43 In December 2011, the U.S. EPA admitted for the first time that fracking may have been the cause of groundwater pollution in Pavillion, Wyoming (the draft report found dangerous

---

40 Ibid.
amounts of benzene, a carcinogenic chemical, and 2-butoxyethanol, which may cause severe kidney damage, in a monitoring well near the town).44

There are no doubt additional cases of water contamination resulting from fracking activities, but legal settlements between drilling companies and landowners typically conceal details from public scrutiny. More significantly, the refusal by oil and gas companies to disclose the chemicals they use prevents regulators and others from identifying the sources of water pollution.

In addition to the water contamination issue, the fracking process produces more greenhouse gas emissions over time than traditional methods of oil drilling or coal mining, due to hauling in large quantities of water by truck and the methane released from the wells. Both significantly increase carbon pollution in an area.45 Methane is a greenhouse gas that is 21 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. It is also highly flammable and can fuel enormous explosions.

Fracking also poses direct health risks to workers at wells. Many workers breathe in vapors from fracking operations or from flowback wastes stored in pits or tanks, and they may also absorb hazardous chemicals through their skin.

Chemical spills also pose serious health risks to workers, first responders on the scene, people living near the wells, and the health care professionals who take care of individuals who happen to get exposed to the spills. For example, an emergency room nurse in Durango, Colorado, nearly died after being exposed to fracking fluids that had spilled on a rig worker who was brought to the hospital. The nurse’s doctors were stymied when secrecy prevented them from learning about the chemicals used in the fracking fluids the nurse was exposed to.46 In April 2011, Chesapeake Energy suspended fracking operations in Pennsylvania after thousands of gallons of drilling fluid spilled following an accident at a gas well.47

Besides the chemical risks associated with hydraulic fracturing, the process of horizontal drilling has also been associated with a rise in the following impacts:

- **Depletion of local water supplies.** Hydraulic fracturing uses 70 to 140 billion gallons of water a year and, as described above, most of that water will be too contaminated with toxic chemicals to be recycled.48 This is the equivalent of the total amount of water used in 40 to 80 cities of 50,000 people or a city of 4 million.

- **Earthquakes and seismic activity.** In 2011, officials in Ohio shut down an underground injection well that had been receiving fracturing wastewater after a series of earthquakes were linked to disposal wells.49 Arkansas regulators enacted a partial moratorium on the underground injection of wastewater in 2011 after links between disposal wells and earthquakes

---

emerged there. Earthquakes in Oklahoma and the United Kingdom have also been tied to forcing fluids into disposal wells.

- Explosions of wells and homes. In numerous towns in Pennsylvania from 2007 to 2009, gas drilling forced explosive levels of gas into wells, with at least two reports of wells exploding. In December 2007, a house in Ohio exploded after hydraulic fracturing forced methane gas into the home's drinking water. Also in 2007, natural gas drilling caused explosive levels of methane gas in homes in Pennsylvania, forcing the evacuation of impacted households.

These emerging health, environmental, and safety concerns have prompted outright bans of hydraulic fracturing in Vermont and the countries of France and Bulgaria. The practice has been suspended in Quebec and South Africa.
Federal agencies have limited authority to regulate the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, and the federal government has been reluctant to regulate the practice, perhaps because it has been involved in efforts to harvest “unconventional” natural gas resources for over 30 years. In 1976, the Department of Energy (DOE) launched the Eastern Gas Shales Project, a joint federal, state, and private industry partnership, to research new gas resources. In 1986, DOE sponsored the drilling of a 2,000-foot horizontal well in the shales of Wayne County, West Virginia. In his 2012 State of the Union Address, President Obama claimed that “it was public research dollars, over the course of 30 years, that helped develop the technologies to extract all this natural gas out of shale rock.”

Given growing concerns about contaminated well water, the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974 is the most relevant and comprehensive vehicle available to oversee fracking activities. However, despite increasing complaints of water contamination during the development of the technology, the EPA determined that hydraulic fracturing was not an “injection well” as defined by the SDWA and claimed it had no authority to regulate it. In the McMillian case described in the Preface, the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed and ruled in 1997 that under the SDWA, the EPA had to regulate fracking associated with coal bed methane wells.

The court decision forced the EPA to study the potential risks to drinking water from fracking. As the study progressed over the next several years, counties in Pennsylvania, Colorado, and Wyoming documented the contamination of drinking water near natural gas wells. But when EPA finally released its study in 2004, it declared fracking to be safe (even though the EPA official in charge of the study said it was “flawed,” and a whistleblower later reported materials were deleted and changed). The study was used to justify congressional action in 2005 that excluded fracking from SDWA oversight.

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 included a provision that stripped the EPA of its authority to oversee fracking by explicitly amending the SDWA to exclude hydraulic fracturing. The SDWA was designed to keep community water supplies safe by prohibiting companies and individuals from injecting toxic chemicals or waste matter underground in quantities or in places that could pose a risk to drinking water supplies. The Energy Policy Act exempted the oil and gas industry from these federal regulations and prohibitions, leaving federal agencies with limited oversight over natural gas extraction on private land. The oil and gas industry is the only one to enjoy

62 However, the bill left the door open for the EPA to regulate the use of diesel in hydraulic fracturing operations.
such a blanket exemption, commonly called the “Halliburton loophole” after one of the main companies behind the development of fracking.

In addition to the SDWA exemption, the oil and gas extraction industry does not fall within the scope of most basic environmental and public health protections. In 2007, an internal Bush administration memo loosened air pollution limits on natural gas wells. The oil and gas extraction industry is not covered by key provisions of the Clean Water Act; Clean Air Act; Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund); or the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA, a hazardous waste law). The oil and gas extraction industry is also not one of the industries required to report the toxic chemicals they release, store, and transfer under the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) program, which was established as part of the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA). Additionally, the manufacturers of fracking fluid chemicals are not required to submit reports to the EPA disclosing the chemical identities, categories, and quantities of those chemicals or their environmental and health effects under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).

Despite the exemption for fracking, the SDWA does still prohibit the injection of diesel fuel into any wells. An investigation by the House Energy and Commerce Committee found that oil and gas extraction companies injected over 32 million gallons of diesel fuel into gas wells in 19 states between 2005 and 2009 – in direct violation of the federal provision from which they were not exempt. As a result, in 2009, House and Senate Democrats introduced the Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals Act (FRAC Act), which would have reestablished the EPA's oversight authority of hydraulic fracturing under the SDWA and would have mandated full disclosure of all the chemicals used in the process. The legislation stalled in both chambers of Congress.

Wyoming: Preempting Federal Rules

On Aug. 24, 2010, Wyoming Governor Dave Freudenthal (D) signed a rule requiring natural gas companies to publicly disclose the chemicals in fracking fluid, the first such state rule in the country. Freudenthal, who as governor chaired the state’s five-member Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (comprised of state officials and individuals appointed by the governor), directed the commission to draft a chemical disclosure rule that would show federal officials that Wyoming could regulate natural gas drilling without federal mandates.

At this time, congressional Democrats had introduced federal legislation to reestablish Safe Drinking Water Act controls over fracking, and the EPA had begun a major research initiative to investigate the health risks of fracking.

Almost half of all land in Wyoming is technically under the control of federal agencies – the Bureau of Land Management, the Forest Service, and the National Park Service. In 2011, almost 33,000 gas wells in Wyoming were operating on federal lands.

The oil and gas industry in the state initially opposed the move toward state regulation, but industry lobbyists eventually concluded that a state chemical disclosure rule would be preferable to federal disclosure.

After the rule passed, gas companies filed exemptions under the rule’s confidential business information clause to keep specific information on the fracking chemicals they use a secret. Earthjustice and other public interest groups, including OMB Watch and the Wyoming Outdoor Council, have challenged the exemptions in court.
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In 2010, Congress ordered the EPA to conduct another, more comprehensive study of the practices and environmental impacts of fracking, particularly on groundwater. The EPA has stated that the initial results will be made public by the end of 2012, with a final report released in 2014.

After a series of high-profile natural gas drilling spills, in May 2011, President Barack Obama asked the DOE to form an expert panel to identify any immediate steps to “improve the safety and environmental performance” of fracking. The panel, which includes academic, environmental, and industry experts, recommended in August that drilling companies should fully disclose the chemicals they use, concluding that there are no economic or technical reasons to prevent such public disclosure.

On May 4, 2012, the U.S. Department of the Interior released a proposed rule regarding natural gas extraction on public lands. The proposed rule requires companies to disclose the chemicals used in fracking fluid 30 days after drilling operations are completed.

State Oversight

As a result of the federal government’s failure to act, citizens have pressured state governments to do more. Thirteen states have passed some form of chemical disclosure policies, and policies are pending in four more states. The first state to act was Wyoming. To preempt federal rules, Wyoming passed a chemical disclosure policy in 2010. Arkansas, Michigan, Montana, Texas, and Louisiana followed in 2011, and Pennsylvania, New Mexico, Colorado, Indiana, North Dakota, Ohio, and Oklahoma acted in the first half of 2012.

In December 2011, the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), an influential conservative nonprofit that brings together politicians and corporations to draft industry-friendly policies, adopted model legislation on disclosure of the chemicals."

“Restore Public Confidence”: The Story of Colorado’s Chemical Disclosure Rule

At the Colorado Oil and Gas Association’s annual conference in August 2011, Governor John Hickenlooper (D) announced that he wanted a new rule requiring the disclosure of chemicals used in fracking by the end of the year. Responding to growing citizen concerns and media attention, Hickenlooper, a former petroleum geologist, said that the chemical disclosure rule would help “restore public confidence” in the oil and gas industry.

Following the announcement, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC), the state authority responsible for regulating the industry, conducted stakeholder meetings with energy companies and environmental groups. A draft rule was released on Nov. 1, 2011. Following a public comment period, the COGCC held a public hearing on the rule in December.

More than 100 people attended the hearing. Colorado residents and representatives from industry, local governments, environmental groups, and water utilities provided testimony to the state commissioners in a standing-room only setting. Though the stakeholders generally supported the state’s efforts, they disagreed on details. Contentious issues included protection for trade secrets, notice of fracking operations to landowners and local officials, and how and when the information should be disclosed. Community groups like the Western Colorado Congress advocated for tightening the trade secrets provision, disclosing chemical data prior to fracking, and shortening the reporting deadline for filing chemical disclosure information from 60 days to 30 days, as required in Montana and Wyoming.

After more than 11 hours of testimony, the COGCC announced that it would delay issuing its final rule and then held a weekend closed-door meeting to negotiate the final rule with stakeholders that included industry representatives and environmental groups but excluded local officials, public health organizations, and groups representing landowners. On Dec. 13, 2011, the Commission unanimously approved a new rule that went into effect April 1, 2012.
chemicals used in fracking fluid. The model bill, called the Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Disclosure Composition Act, which ExxonMobil sponsored within ALEC, was based on the chemical disclosure bill that Texas passed in May 2011.

In a March 2012 blog post, ALEC claimed that legislators in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana, New York, and Ohio had introduced versions of its model bill. Upon closer examination, however, those state bills vary in the level of disclosure required. The chemical disclosure bill passed by the Illinois Senate is almost verbatim to the ALEC model and the Texas legislation. Pennsylvania’s bill is similar to the ALEC and Texas bills, except that Pennsylvania provides more disclosure requirements. For instance, the Pennsylvania bill requires limited disclosure of baseline data; disclosure of the chemical family when a chemical is deemed a trade secret; and that online information must be searchable by January 2013.

It is also interesting to note that in October 2011, almost two months before ALEC adopted its model disclosure bill, the Council of State Governments, a bipartisan nonprofit organization that serves state governments, also adopted the Texas bill as its suggested state legislation, referred to as Disclosing Composition of Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids.

Defanging Chemical Disclosure in Texas

In March 2011, State Representative Jim Keffer (R-Eastland), chairman of the Texas House Committee on Energy Resources, introduced a bill requiring natural gas drillers to disclose the chemicals used in fracking fluids. With mounting pressure from his constituents (who reside above the Barnett Shale deposit where fracking has been going on since the 1990s), Keffer sought to balance citizen and industry interests by crafting a bill that included language from both the Environmental Defense Fund and Southwestern Energy Company.

Several local leaders in the gas industry came forward to support the bill at an April 2011 hearing, but the legislation faced tough opposition from major energy companies in Texas, particularly Halliburton, FracTech, and Devon Energy. In a May 4, 2011, markup by the House Energy Resources Committee, Keffer bowed to industry pressure and introduced an amended bill developed by the Texas Oil and Gas Association that exempted existing wells from disclosure requirements and simultaneously exempted certain chemical additives from disclosure on the grounds that they were “trade secrets.”

Two days after the substitute bill was passed out of committee, twelve energy companies expressed support for the mostly toothless “disclosure” legislation. Senate Democrats tried to attach amendments that would require certain baseline studies and measures of water contamination, but these were voted down.

Environmental organizations that had supported the original bill withheld support for the final watered down version. However, the Environmental Defense Fund noted this was “landmark” legislation for Texas in that it established the principle that companies should disclose the chemicals used in fracking. The Sierra Club concurred that “it is a significant step forward.”

---

6. The Elements of an Effective Chemical Disclosure Policy

A model chemical disclosure policy would provide all residents of a state – including workers, regulators, public officials, health care professionals, and environmental and public health advocates – with the information needed to assess the risks of drilling and make decisions about the social costs and individual benefits that natural gas extraction brings to a community.

In the absence of federal regulation, states have been left to develop their own rules on fracking, resulting in a patchwork of laws requiring the disclosure of the chemicals included in fracking additives. The state of play at the state level is documented in the next section of this report. Below, we outline what a model state fracking chemical disclosure policy would entail.

An effective state disclosure policy for natural gas extraction would include the following:

1. A set of baseline data should be required as a condition of obtaining a permit so that accurate assessments of the impact of drilling are obtained before irreversible damage occurs.
   - A study identifying all of the water sources in the region that fracking could impact – either by drilling or the disposal of wastewater – should be conducted before a permit is issued for a well.
   - A study of the geological region where the proposed drilling will take place, including a map showing the key seismic data such as known or suspected faults and results of seismic surveys, should be conducted before a permit is issued.
   - Baseline measurements of water and air quality in the communities in which gas extraction is set to occur should be taken before a permit to drill is issued.
   - Well operators should develop and submit a plan for air and water quality monitoring and at least quarterly reporting before any extraction activity occurs. This monitoring and reporting should occur throughout the extractive process and for at least three to five years after the well has been plugged and abandoned.

2. Comprehensive and specific disclosure of all the chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process at each well should be a condition of obtaining a permit to drill and a condition of continuing to operate a well. The chemicals the well operators plan to use must be disclosed before a permit is granted; the list of chemicals used should be resubmitted both before fracking occurs and again after the well has been completed, in case there have been changes in the

---

72 In early May, the Bureau of Land Management released a proposed rule to ensure better oversight of natural gas drilling on public land. Its rule focuses on chemical disclosure, improving well bore integrity to ensure fluids do not escape into groundwater, and ensuring that an effective management system for toxic wastewater is in place. State officials’ and industry opposition to the new rule may keep it from being implemented for months or even years.
products used; and the list of chemicals used should be reported at least quarterly. The use of carcinogenic compounds (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, for example) should be prohibited, as current federal law allows.

- **Specific** = companies should disclose unique chemical identifier numbers, the base products they are in, and the concentrations of each chemical used at each well location.

- **Comprehensive** = well owners, operators, service providers, and vendors should report the full range of chemicals used at each well location.

3. To prevent wholesale exemptions of chemical disclosure by companies claiming that the above information is “confidential business information” or a “trade secret,” states should have clear guidelines that limit confidential business information exemptions and a strong process for evaluating and substantiating industry claims that chemical disclosure is a violation of “trade secrets.”

4. All of the chemical data, as well as studies and monitoring reports, should be posted on a state-controlled website within 10 days of gathering the data or completing the study or report. The website should allow users to search, sort, and download data by the name of the well operator, location of the well (county and longitude and latitude), well number, chemicals used, and characteristics of the well (size, depth, etc.).

### What Should be Disclosed

Disclosing the specific identity of a chemical substance is crucial to accurately assessing its health and safety risks. The American Chemical Society, a recognized authority on chemical substance information, maintains a registry of more than 60 million unique identification numbers known as the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry (CAS). A CAS number is regarded as the authoritative identifier for a chemical, and it is this identifier that should be disclosed to the general public and regulatory authorities. The CAS number is a crucial piece of information for first responders to know in the event of an accident and is important in determining interaction effects with other chemicals.

To fully assess the potential toxicity of the substances used in fracking, the concentration or volume of each chemical (e.g., pounds per gallon) has to be disclosed, along with the amount, type, and sources of base fluid pumped into the well. Knowing the concentration of chemicals helps scientists evaluate the often complex and unpredictable interactions between the ingredients within the additives and with the chemistry and geology of underground formations. In sum, the additive trade name and vendor, a description of the purpose of the additive, along with the chemical name and CAS number of each ingredient of each additive, should be disclosed.

For this reason, state laws should also require the disclosure of “unintentional” chemicals – i.e., chemicals that occur naturally or are the result of chemical reactions caused by the hydraulic fracturing process. An estimated 20 to 70 percent of the fluid used in fracking is brought back to the surface, and this water can contain “toxic substances that are naturally present in underground oil and gas deposits” such as concentrations of salts and minerals, toxins such as cadmium and benzene, and even high levels of radiation. States should require well operators to test for all toxins known to be associated with gas and oil drilling.

---

The Right to Know, the Responsibility to Protect

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) Hazard Communication Standard requires chemical manufacturers to provide workers with information sheets, called Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs), containing toxicity and hazard information for substances that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers.74 Many states currently use Material Safety Data Sheets as the disclosure standard for fracking, despite the serious shortcomings of the information the sheets provide.

The information on MSDSs is self-reported by manufacturers of products with no independent verification. OSHA does not review MSDSs for accuracy. Analyses have found that MSDSs frequently contain conflicting and incorrect information and lack critical and basic information, such as the identity of the chemicals in a product.75 For instance, an analysis of MSDSs for 980 hydraulic fracturing additives found that only 14 percent of the sheets actually listed at least 95 percent of the chemicals in a given additive;76 43 percent of the MSDSs reported less than one percent of the composition of an additive.

Moreover, MSDSs do not require manufacturers to list the amounts of the hazardous chemicals in a product, nor list all ingredients in a product. Ingredients are often only identified by their general function (such as “biocide” or “corrosion inhibitor”) without actually identifying the specific chemicals used. MSDSs are simply not an accurate source by which to ascertain the chemicals in a product, and a disclosure rule that relies on MSDSs is an insufficient one.

Who Should Disclose Chemical Information and When

All well owners, operators, service providers, and vendors should report on all chemicals used at each well location. This is necessary because well operators often do not know what chemicals they are using in the fracking process. In April 2011, the House Energy and Commerce Committee announced that a survey of major oil and gas drilling companies found that, in many instances, the companies were unable to identify the chemicals they had used because the chemical identities were claimed as trade secrets by the product manufacturers.77 The drillers themselves did not have access to the proprietary information about products they purchased. The report notes that in many instances, “companies are injecting fluids containing unknown chemicals” and they have “limited understanding of the potential risks posed to human health and the environment.”

Regulators should require well operators, owners, service providers, and vendors to report the unique chemical identification number of each ingredient in a fracking additive to ensure the accuracy of the information for each well. Information on the well’s location, including longitude and latitude, identification number (such as the API well number (a standard of the American Petroleum Institute)), along with the names and contact information of the owner, operator, and service providers working at each well, should be provided with the chemical disclosure reports. Chemical substances in wastewater extracted from the well should be measured, identified, and disclosed on a quarterly basis.

Public disclosure of chemical information should occur both prior to fracking (including the identities and estimates of the amount of chemicals to be used) and at the conclusion of drilling (including the actual amounts and identities of the chemicals used).

Disclosure before fracking begins allows government regulators, first responders and health care professionals, and community members the opportunity to review chemical information in advance and take appropriate actions, such as testing drinking water for the listed substances. Testing a region’s water prior to drilling allows communities to see what substances are already present and to monitor the water supply for any changes.

Unfortunately, most state rules contain no requirement for the public disclosure of the chemicals well owners and operators are planning to use before fracturing takes place. Wyoming’s rule provides for some disclosure prior to fracking, and the Montana, Arkansas, and Pennsylvania rules provide much more limited prior disclosure.

**How and Where the Information Should be Disclosed**

For maximum public accessibility, government information should be posted online, in a timely fashion and in a database that allows a user to search by numerous criteria and download data in usable formats. Currently, no states provide such access. However, Colorado and Pennsylvania require data to be provided online with searching and sorting capabilities, either through the development of a new state website or through a new intergovernmental online chemical registry called FracFocus.org.

Launched in April 2011, FracFocus.org is the product of the Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC) and the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC), two nonprofit intergovernmental organizations. The GWPC is comprised of state groundwater agencies, and the IOGCC is a multi-state agency that promotes oil and gas development. Several states, including Colorado, Louisiana, Montana, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, and Texas, have begun requiring reporting to the site, which had previously been entirely voluntary.

However, the FracFocus.org site has limitations. For one, the website is not yet fully searchable. Colorado and Pennsylvania both require the FracFocus.org registry to be searchable by geographic area, ingredients, Chemical Abstracts Service Registry number, time period, and well operator by January 2013, or state regulators may have to develop their own searchable websites. The IOGCC and the GWPC have indicated a willingness to improve the searchability of the database to meet states’ criteria.

Another serious limitation of FracFocus.org is that it only posts information submitted from Material Safety Data Sheets and thus does not include a comprehensive or specific list of all the chemicals used in fracking. The site also needs to include information from the manufacturers of fracking materials, service providers, well numbers and locations, Chemical Abstracts Service Registry numbers, and the concentration of chemicals and base fluids.

State regulators must establish their own websites to provide the information the public needs in a timely manner. It is imperative that government holds this critical information to facilitate its dissemination in case of accidents. In addition, ensuring that the government has the information enables the public to submit a freedom of information request on the data.

---

78 According to the FracFocus.org FAQ page, the website discloses “[a]ll chemicals that would appear on a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) that are used to hydraulically fracture a well except for those that can be kept proprietary based on the ‘Trade Secret’ provisions related to MSDS found on the Trade Secret link at 1910.1200(j)(i).”
How Trade Secrecy Claims Should be Handled

Industry has long argued that the specific ingredients in any product that a company produces is a “trade secret” or “confidential business information” and that disclosure could harm its business. Because of this, companies resist specifying the amounts and details of the chemicals in their products. This “trade secrets” exemption can become the Achilles’ heel of state disclosure rules. If vigorous systems are not in place to defend against abuse and overuse of this exemption, disclosure rules can quickly become meaningless.

Substantiating claims: The presumption should be for disclosure, so that for any request for an exemption, the burden of proof should be on the company making the claim. Colorado’s rule creates a new form for claiming data as trade secrets. The form requires submitters to substantiate and document the legitimacy of their claims.

Challenging claims: States need a strong, transparent, enforceable process for evaluating and challenging trade secrets claims. Regulators should evaluate every trade secrets claim, rule on each one, and publicly disclose their decisions. Wyoming regulators, whose disclosure program has been operating the longest, provide a record of their trade secrets decisions online. The accountability provided by such a system allows the public to know how strictly regulators are enforcing disclosure rules.

Delinking chemical ID from product ID: Trade secrets protections and a strong chemical disclosure policy can coexist by delinking specific chemical ingredients and amounts from the formulation or “recipe” of commercial additives. A number of chemical companies create premixed fracking fluids with various chemicals set at different amounts. These companies are concerned that reporting specific chemicals will reveal their formulas. However, operators use several different fluids and add their own chemicals as they deem necessary. As long as chemicals are reported in aggregate amounts and concentrations that are used in a well, with no reporting of the amounts or identities of the commercial products in which the chemicals were ingredients, there will be no way for anyone to figure out which chemicals and which amounts came from any particular additive.

Colorado has taken the step of delinking specific chemical identities from additives’ trade names. In an effort to minimize trade secrets claims, the state rule permits reporting the required information in a format that does not link chemical ingredients (including chemical names, unique chemical identification numbers, and concentrations) to their respective hydraulic fracturing additive. The Colorado rule does still allow chemical identities and concentrations to be claimed as trade secrets when necessary. However, the expectation is that allowing the delinked reporting format will allow chemical disclosure to occur while preventing competitors from reverse-engineering additive formulas.
Access for health providers: Under most state rules, health professionals can obtain access to confidential chemical information if they submit a written statement saying they need detailed information in order to treat a patient (typically due to some exposure incident) and sign a confidentiality agreement. This process provides case-by-case information to only a few people, denying other health care professionals and researchers the data needed to diagnose potential causes of chronic ailments in the broader population that come from cumulative exposure to chemicals. For health professionals, knowing the unique chemical identification numbers of every ingredient used in a well is critical; trade secrets should not trump public health concerns.

A good state system for managing trade secrets should include the following:

- Operators should be required to file a form with state regulators documenting that trade secrets claims meet the appropriate state definition, provide evidence substantiating the claims, and sign an affidavit – under penalty of perjury – that any chemical exempted from disclosure qualifies for trade secrets protection.

- Regulators should have to review and evaluate each claim and decide on its merit before withholding the information. Information not approved for trade secrets protections should be publicly disclosed.

- Where a chemical identity has been granted trade secrets protections, the class or chemical family of the protected chemical should be publicly disclosed.

- Information that is needed to assess the health and safety of a product or process should not be given trade secrets protections. This conforms to current federal policy regarding health and safety data of toxic chemicals.79

- The public should have a clear right and process by which to challenge trade secrets claims. This process should be open to any individual or organization, not restricted to those owning land where wells are located and their neighbors. Challenges could stop the drilling process.

- Regulators should regularly report to the public the number of trade secrets claims received, the number approved or rejected, the names of the claimants, and a description of the information being exempted from disclosure.

When potentially harmful chemical substances are being used, community members have a need and a right to know what those substances are. The features described above should be included in any policy governing the disclosure of substances used in hydraulic fracturing. These requirements are a minimum, and regulators should be expected to demand additional items if deemed to be in the public’s interest.

7. The State of State Chemical Disclosure Rules and Safety Standards

This section examines 17 states’ laws and rules (passed and proposed) that require the public disclosure of information on fracking chemicals. In doing so, it provides a brief summary of the key features of each rule, as well as an explanation as to how each state handles trade secrets.

Hydraulic Fracturing Chemical Disclosure Policies in the U.S., Passed or Proposed
ARKANSAS

The Arkansas Oil and Gas Commission (AOGC) enacted new rules governing hydraulic fracturing, effective Jan. 15, 2011. The rules require permits for hydraulic fracturing and include a requirement for disclosure of chemical additives.

BASELINE DATA

- Arkansas provides a generalized notice before fracking begins through a master list of chemicals that well operators use.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- The rules cover all chemical additives in fracking fluids. They do not limit disclosure to additives with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

- Only well operators are required to report chemical data.

- Reporting occurs within 30 days of completing the well.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- Well operators must submit to the state agency the types and volumes of fracking fluids and proppants (sand or ceramic beads used to hold open fractures) and a list of all additives – with descriptions of their purposes (e.g., biocide, corrosion inhibitor, or surfactant) and the unique chemical identification numbers of the constituents (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry).

- The rate or concentration of the additives must also be reported (as a percent by volume of the total fluid).

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- The Arkansas rules provide trade secrets protections for chemical identities and concentrations.

- Drillers requesting trade secrets protections must substantiate their claims according to criteria set forth in the federal Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act.

- There is not a process cited for challenging trade secrets claims.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

- Submitters must disclose the chemical family of all trade secrets chemicals (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

- Chemical identities and concentrations are supplied to health care professionals upon request. The rule does not indicate that there are any required confidentiality agreements for health care professionals that receive information on a chemical that is considered a trade secret.

80 Rule B-19, “Requirements for Well Completion Utilizing Fracture Stimulation.”

81 Generally, states define a well as complete when it is ready to produce oil or gas.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- The rules do not specify that the information be accessible online or that it be searchable. However, information submitted to state regulators is partially available to the public through the AOGC’s website. The website provides limited searchability with no way to search by chemical or time frame.  

CALIFORNIA

During much of 2011, the California legislature considered a bill to require substantial public disclosure of fracking chemicals. The bill, AB 591, progressed through the California Assembly and passed several state Senate committees before stalling in the Senate Appropriations Committee due to oil and gas industry concerns about protection of trade secrets and the costs of implementing the bill’s provisions.  

BASELINE DATA

- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- The bill would add chemical disclosure to current state requirements that well operators keep a log of a well’s drilling operations history.

- The bill would require a “person carrying out hydraulic fracturing on behalf of an owner or operator at a well” to supply the well owner or operator with a complete list of all chemicals.

- The well operator has up to 60 days from completion of the well to submit the list of chemicals to the Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources, located within the state’s Department of Conservation.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- The bill would require disclosure of unique chemical identification numbers (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) of all chemicals that are added to the fluid at each well, along with the amount of fracking fluids used and recovered from each well.

- Disclosure of the concentrations of the added chemicals is not required.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS AND LIMITATIONS

- California law already contains procedures for protecting trade secrets, but AB 591, in its latest form, makes no mention of trade secrets. Current drilling regulations treat submissions from well operators as public records under the California Public Records Act.  

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- State regulators would be required to publish the information online, including the specific chemical lists for each well, as part of the existing online maps of oil and gas wells located on the state agency’s website.

---

84 California lawmakers may soon propose new legislation on hydraulic fracturing.
86 The California Department of Conservation provides online access to maps of oil and gas wells. http://maps.conservation.ca.gov/doms/doms-app.html.
On Dec. 13, 2011, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC), the state regulatory body that oversees gas drilling, approved a new fracking disclosure rule. Overall, the rule, effective on April 1, 2012, is a meaningful step toward transparency and makes more progress than most other states’ policies in providing residents with crucial information needed to protect their health and safety.

**BASELINE DATA**
- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

**THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING**
- Drilling service providers and chemical manufacturers have 30 days from the completion of fracking activity to submit chemical information to well operators, who themselves have 60 days from the completion of fracking activity to post the information on FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) or another site.
- This requirement applies to all chemical additives in fracking fluids, not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

**SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION**
- The rule requires disclosure of the concentrations of the chemicals in fracking fluids, in percent by mass, and the total volume of fracking fluid used.
- The trade name of every additive to the fracking fluid, the purpose of the additive (e.g., biocide, corrosion preventer, or friction reducer), the scientific name of the additive and its unique chemical identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry), and the concentration of the additive must be disclosed unless the information is claimed as a trade secret.
- Additionally, the rule requires the name of the well operator and date(s) of fracking, the specific well location (including county and longitude and latitude), well name and identification number, and well depth.

**TRADE SECRETS PROCESS**
- The operators, service providers, and manufacturers are allowed to conceal the chemical identity and/or concentrations that they believe are entitled to trade secrets protections, with certain limitations.
- Drillers claiming trade secrets protections must submit a form asserting the information meets several criteria and substantiating the claims with specific supporting information. The form must be filed prior to using the chemicals.
- The COGCC does not review claims of trade secrets.
- The rule does allow those negatively impacted by drilling operations to challenge the trade secrets claims.

---

87 Order 1R-114. http://cogcc.state.co.us/.
• By sometime in 2013, the COGCC expects to report on how many trade secrets claims are made and by whom.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS
An important feature of Colorado’s rule is that it allows reporting the required information in a format that does not link chemical ingredients (including chemical names, unique chemical identification numbers, and concentrations) to their respective hydraulic fracturing additive. The expectation is that allowing the delinked reporting format will reduce the need for trade secrets claims to protect proprietary formulas from competitors.

• Operators, service providers, and manufacturers are only allowed to conceal the chemical identities and/or concentrations of chemicals as trade secrets. They must still disclose all other required information, such as well location, the trade names of the chemicals, and the families to which the chemicals belong (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

Although there is no requirement for companies to submit required information to the COGCC (in addition to online disclosure), the state agency reserves the right to demand the information, including trade secrets, under certain circumstances.

• The agency may submit a written request for trade secrets information under specific emergency situations, such as a spill or release, but may not publicly disclose the information. The agency may share the information with public health and environmental officials on a need-to-know basis.

• The rule also provides emergency workers and health care providers with access to chemical identities claimed as trade secrets during health emergencies. However, they must sign confidentiality agreements after the emergency has passed.

• In non-emergency medical and research situations, a health professional must submit a statement of need and sign a confidentiality agreement before obtaining chemical identities.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE
• All disclosed information must be posted on the FracFocus website or another website. By January 2013, this information must also be searchable, allowing the public to sort the data by chemical identity, drilling location, operator name, and other categories. If the FracFocus website does not have these capabilities at that time, then the COGCC must create a searchable website to house the information.
ILLINOIS

In February 2012, Illinois State Sen. Michael Frerichs (D-Champaign) introduced fracking legislation that closely mirrored the bill Texas passed in 2011. The Illinois bill, SB 3280, would task the state Department of Natural Resources, which oversees oil and gas operations, with developing new disclosure rules for natural gas fracking in shale. The legislation quickly gained bipartisan cosponsors and garnered support from both industry groups such as the Illinois Oil and Gas Association, as well as some environmental organizations. However, some community groups, such as Southern Illinoisans Against Fracturing our Environment (SAFE), continued to oppose any policy short of a ban on fracking. On April 26, 2012, the Illinois State Senate unanimously passed the bill and sent the legislation to the House.

BASELINE DATA

- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- Well operators would be required to disclose the total volume of water used and all details displayed on FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

- Well operators would also be required to submit a list of all other chemical ingredients to the department. The rules developed by the department would require that service companies and manufacturers provide the operator with the needed information (though not the concentrations of the chemicals).

- The legislation would require drilling service providers and manufacturers to provide the well operator with the specific identities of all chemicals in fracking fluids, not just chemicals deemed hazardous.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- Well operators would need to complete the standard FracFocus.org form. Operators would also be required to disclose other basic information, including: the operator name; well location (including latitude and longitude); well identification number and depth; and the volume of water or base fluid used, all to be disclosed to the FracFocus website.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- The Illinois bill allows drillers to claim the chemical identity, including its unique chemical identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) and concentration, as trade secrets information and conceal it from the public and regulators.

- The bill instructs the Department of Natural Resources to develop a process for claiming trade secrets status for submitted information.

---

89 Southern Illinoisans Against Fracturing our Environment (SAFE). https://dontfractureillinois.org/.
• The legislation does not offer any guidance on upfront substantiation or agency review of claims.

• The bill instructs the agency to develop a process to handle challenges of trade secrets claims. Other provisions specify that challenges must be submitted within 24 months of well completion and that only affected landowners and government entities with jurisdiction may submit challenges.

**TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS**

• In emergencies, trade secrets cannot be withheld from emergency and health care workers.

**ONLINE DISCLOSURE**

• Under the bill, well operators would be required to submit the chemical information to FracFocus.org for online posting. If the FracFocus site is discontinued, the bill requires the information to be posted on another publicly accessible website specified by the department.

• There is no requirement for either site to make the information searchable or have any other specific functionality.

**INDIANA**

In 2010, wells in Indiana produced about 7 billion cubic feet of natural gas. About 90 percent of this production occurred in the New Albany shale formation in southern Indiana.

On Feb. 29, 2012, Governor Mitch Daniels (R) signed a bill (House Enrolled Act 1107) that requires the state’s Natural Resources Commission (which oversees the Department of Natural Resources) to adopt rules for reporting and disclosing the chemicals used in fracking fluids. 90 Rep. Eric Koch (R-Bedford) sponsored the bill, which became effective on July 1.

The bill does not provide much detail but allows the department to adopt rules on any other information it deems necessary. 91

**BASELINE DATA**

• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

**THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING**

• The bill refers to gas and drilling operations but does not provide detail as to the scope of disclosure.

**SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION**

• Under the bill, the state’s Natural Resources Commission would require oil and gas drilling operations to disclose: the volume and source of the base fluid used; a description of each additive used in fracking treatment; the volume of each additive “expressed as a percentage of the total fracturing fluid volume”; and the maximum surface and injection pressures that are used to obtain base fluid.

---


91 As this report was going to press, the Indiana Department of Natural Resources announced temporary rules designed to implement House Enrolled Act 1107. http://www.in.gov/nrc/files/lsa_12292e.pdf.
TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• There is no mention of trade secrets processes.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

• There is no mention of whether emergency response personnel would have access to trade secrets information.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

• There is no mention of online disclosure.

LOUISIANA

The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources Office of Conservation finalized a rule governing hydraulic fracturing, effective Oct. 20, 2011. The rule includes a limited public disclosure feature concerning the chemicals added to fracking fluids.

BASELINE DATA

• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

• Both drillers and operators are required to report. The state had already required drillers to submit well history reports after fracking operations concluded. The new rule additionally requires well operators to include information on the chemicals used in fracking.

• Well operators cannot disclose information that they do not have access to, such as trade secrets held by the manufacturer from whom the operators purchase fracking additives.

• The rule also applies to all additives used, not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers), with the exception of the chemicals’ unique chemical identification numbers (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) and maximum concentrations.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

• The Louisiana rule requires disclosure of the well location, including latitude and longitude.

• Drillers must submit the types and volumes of fracking base fluids (in gallons), a description of all additives used (such as biocide, proppant, or surfactant), along with specific trade names and the names of the manufacturers of all additives.

• The Louisiana rule also requires disclosure of the chemicals’ Chemical Abstracts Service Registry numbers and maximum concentrations (as a percent by mass) but limits that requirement to those chemicals that have Material Safety Data Sheets.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• The Louisiana rule retains the extensive trade secrets protections available under Material Safety Data Sheet rules, with one limitation (see below).

93 As this report was going to press, the Louisiana legislature passed a bill that appears to codify existing rules.
• Louisiana’s rule does not include or reference any procedures for public challenges to trade secrets claims.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS
• The Louisiana rule allows well operators to claim chemical ingredient information as trade secrets. However, the rule requires that the chemical family of any chemicals claimed as trade secrets must be disclosed (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

• Though the rule does not detail procedures for public health researchers to access trade secrets information, it does not allow anyone to “withhold information which is required by state or federal law to be provided to a health care professional, a doctor, or a nurse.”

ONLINE DISCLOSURE
• The Louisiana rule allows drillers to submit their data to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) or a similar website, provided all information is accessible to the public free of charge.

MICHIGAN

Michigan’s Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) issued disclosure regulations for fracking but limited the rules to wells using more than 100,000 gallons of fluid – referred to as high-volume hydraulic fracturing. The rules94 went into effect on June 22, 2011.

BASELINE DATA
• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING
• The rules require only oil and gas well operators to provide the DEQ with data.

• The rules limit disclosure of chemical additives to those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

• The information, along with the well completion report, must be submitted within 60 days after well completion.95

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION
• Oil and gas well operators are required to provide the DEQ with copies of the Material Safety Data Sheets for chemical additives, as well as the volume of each chemical used, as part of the record of well completion.

• Well operators are also required to submit the following information with the record of well completion:
  » “[S]ervice company fracturing records and associated charts showing fracturing volumes, rates, and pressures; and

95 Under current Michigan regulation, R 324.418, oil and gas operators must submit well drilling logs within 60 days of drilling and well completion.
» [T]otal volume of flowback water (formation and/or treatment water) to date at the time of record submittal,” to be included in the Record of Well Completion.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• There is no mention of how trade secrets claims would be handled (i.e., if upfront substantiation would be required or if challenges to trade secrets would be allowed).

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

• There is no mention of whether emergency response personnel would have access to trade secrets information.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

• Though not included in the rules, the DEQ has agreed to post the Material Safety Data Sheets on its website for public access, and the agency plans to post the information within a few days of receipt. The DEQ has already posted the safety data sheets from five permits.96

MONTANA

The Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation (BOGC), which regulates drilling in the state, adopted a rule governing the disclosure of hydraulic fracturing chemicals that went into effect Aug. 27, 2011.97

BASELINE DATA

• The rule provides for limited information disclosure before hydraulic fracturing takes place. Drillers must disclose in their drilling permit applications:

  » The estimated total volume of fluids to be used
  » The trade names and estimated amounts of the chemical products to be used
  » The amount of proppants (sand or ceramic beads used to hold open fractures) estimated to be used, along with other well design information

• The state agency does not require disclosure of the identities of the proposed fracking chemicals. In the opinion of the regulators, knowing beforehand the identities of the chemicals and testing water for these chemicals would be “fruitless.”

• The BOGC does not provide an alternative procedure for collecting baseline data. In order to test water for contamination following hydraulic fracturing, Montana drilling regulators stated that they believe it is only necessary to know the identities of “one or two constituents that are persistent and not naturally occurring in the groundwater to establish a premise for investigation of fracking fluids as a potential source of contamination.”98 However, drillers may bypass any requirement for the disclosure of these constituents by claiming that such information is a trade secret.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

• Within 30 days of completion of the well, operators must disclose information on the fluids used in hydraulic fracturing.

---


• The rule applies to all chemicals, not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION
• Well operators must disclose a description of the additives (e.g., biocide, corrosion inhibitor, or surfactant), the unique chemical identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) for each ingredient of the additives, and the rate or concentration of each additive.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS
• The rule provides extensive protections for alleged trade secrets. Montana – similar to Wyoming and several other states – defines trade secrets as information that “derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and [...] is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.” This common and rather broad definition fails to consider the demand for information to protect public health and safety. Such consideration by the state would narrow the definition and protect the public’s right to know about potential hazards.

• In the Montana rule, there is no mention of challenges to trade secrets claims by the public or other agencies.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS
• Well owners and operators may conceal as trade secrets the identities and concentrations of chemical products and ingredients used in hydraulic fracturing. The rule encourages but does not require operators to disclose the trade names or chemical families of trade secrets chemicals and products (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

• In the event of a spill or release, the BOGC can demand the specific identities of chemicals, but the information must remain secret from the public.

• Health care professionals who need this information to treat an individual patient must request the information in writing to the well operator, owner, or service provider. In doing so, health care professionals may be required to sign confidentiality agreements.

• When a health care professional determines that an emergency situation exists, a written request is not required, but the drillers may “request” a signed confidentiality agreement after the emergency situation has passed.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE
• The Montana rule gives operators the option to submit the information either to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) or a similar approved, publicly accessible site, or to the state’s Board of Oil and Gas Conservation. If the information is submitted to the state, there is no mention of whether it would disclose the information online.

NEBRASKA

In January 2012, a bill was introduced in the Nebraska legislature to require online disclosure of fracking chemicals. After one hearing, the unicameral legislature’s Natural Resources Committee labeled the bill “indefinitely postponed.” The bill would authorize the Nebraska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (NOGCC) to develop any rules needed to comply with the law and sets no date for its enactment.

BASELINE DATA

• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

• The bill would require the owner or operator of a well to provide the composition of fracking fluids to the NOGCC following fracking.

• Well operators would be required to disclose all chemicals, not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

• The bill would require that the total base fluid be reported, along with two lists of chemicals.

  » The first list – on a form to be created by the NOGCC – includes only the names of chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets that are used in fracking fluid.

  » A second list must include all other chemicals not reported on the first list.

• The concentration of chemical additives is not required.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• Owners, operators, service providers, and manufacturers may claim chemical identities and amounts, and any other information, as trade secrets. The bill would require the NOGCC to develop a process for making these claims.

• The bill would give certain individuals and agencies two years following well completion to challenge trade secrets claims. Only the landowner and adjacent landowner of the property on which the well is located, as well as government agencies with jurisdiction, would be able to challenge the trade secrets claims.

• In the event of a trade secrets challenge, the bill requires the NOGCC to notify the company that made the original claim and provide an opportunity to substantiate the claim.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

• The bill would require the chemical family of all trade secrets chemicals to be disclosed (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

• The bill specifies that the ingredients in fracking fluid need not be linked to the specific additive in which they are found—a potentially fruitful means of disclosing information while protecting alleged trade secrets. This is similar to Colorado’s approach to the trade secrets problem.

• The bill would also task the state agency with developing a process for providing trade secrets information to health care professionals and emergency responders.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE
• Both chemical lists required by the bill would have to be posted on the NOGCC’s website.

NEW MEXICO

In November 2011, New Mexico’s Oil Conservation District (OCD) of the state’s Minerals and Natural Resources Department adopted new disclosure rules similar to a proposal from the state’s oil and gas industry. In August 2011, the New Mexico Oil and Gas Association, an industry trade group, proposed a fracking disclosure rule to the OCD that would require well operators to report the “composition” of fracking fluids to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) using the site’s template for data submissions, or to submit the same information to state regulators. The new disclosure rules, which went into effect on Feb. 15, 2012, are basically identical to the industry proposal.

BASELINE DATA
• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING
• The rules only require well operators to disclose chemical data. Well operators have 45 days from the completion of the well to submit information.

• The rules only apply to the disclosure of chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION
• The well operator is required to disclose:
  » Well location and ID number
  » Operator’s contact information
  » Total volume of fracking fluid used
  » Description of the fluid’s composition and concentration, listing each ingredient’s trade name, manufacturer, purpose, unique chemical identification number (listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry), maximum ingredient concentration within the additive as percentage by mass, and the maximum ingredient concentration in the fracking fluid as percentage by mass.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- The rules provide trade secrets protections, but the state does not require well operators to submit trade secrets information.

- There is no requirement that operators provide any upfront substantiation or other information to support their trade secrets claims.

- There is no process to challenge trade secrets claims.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

- There is also no requirement to ensure that health care workers can obtain access to such information if needed in response to an emergency. In fact, the ability to simply not report trade secrets information could prevent health care officials and emergency responders from even knowing what information to request.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- The rules require submission of the data to the OCD but do not require that the information be publicly accessible online.103

NEW YORK

By the end of 2012, New York’s Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) is expected to finalize rules that establish permitting and operations requirements for fracking activity that uses 300,000 gallons or more of water as the primary fluid. The proposed rules, which were open for public comment from September 2011 to January 2012, could lift the state’s three-year moratorium on fracking.104 One small section of the proposed rules calls for chemical disclosure on all permit applications.

BASELINE DATA

- The proposed rules apply only to the permit process, i.e., baseline data.

- Well operators will only have to disclose data (including volume and concentration) on the chemicals they plan to use, not those that companies actually use.

- The proposed rules do not require chemical manufacturers to report the ingredients used in their products.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- The proposed rules only require well owners or operators to disclose information and requires data for all proposed chemical additives (not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets, which are information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- The DEC would require the well owner or operator to disclose all proposed chemical additives in its permit application to drill or deepen a well, including:

---


104 The DEC received more than 20,000 public comments on the state’s draft environmental impact statement and proposed rules. See N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 6, Parts 52, 190, 550–556, 560, 750. http://www.dec.ny.gov/regulations/77353.html.
» Proposed volume and concentrations of each additive
» Identification of each additive proposed for use
» Copies of the Material Safety Data Sheet for each product to be used (if the document is not already on file with the state agency)
» The identity of the proposed fracturing service company

- Companies would be required to provide documentation that the proposed chemical additives show reduced aquatic toxicity and pose a lower potential risk to water resources and the environment than alternative products (or that available alternative products are not equally effective or feasible).

**TRADE SECRETS PROCESS**

- The proposed regulations would follow current DEC rules on trade secrets, which require companies to provide some upfront substantiation for any confidentiality claim. Under current rules, companies have to explain the reason for each claim at the time of the permit application, including how disclosing the information would “likely cause substantial injury” to the company’s competitiveness.

- The DEC may consider various factors in its determination to grant a company’s confidentiality claim (e.g., the definition of a trade secret, the extent to which the information is known outside of the business, the value of the information to the company, the ease or difficulty of accessing the information).

- New York’s trade secrets rule (6 NYCRR Section 616.7) allows challenges to trade secrets claims. After requesting the information and being denied, the requestor has 45 days to submit a written appeal to the Freedom of Information Law Appeals Officer.

**TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS**

- The state’s confidentiality rules do not require companies to maximize disclosure of information around such claims by disclosing the chemical family of all trade secrets chemicals (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

- New York’s confidentiality rules fail to ensure that chemical identities and concentrations are supplied to emergency workers or health care professionals.

**ONLINE DISCLOSURE**

- With the exception of information deemed confidential, the DEC will make the required information publicly available (though it does not specify how or when it plans to do so). It is unclear whether the information will be made available on the agency’s website or on FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website).

---

The Oil and Gas Division of the North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources approved a new disclosure rule for hydraulic fracturing, effective on April 1, 2012.106

BASELINE DATA

• There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

• The rule requires owners, operators, or service providers to report within 60 days of fracking to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) “all elements made viewable by the FracFocus website.” FracFocus.org currently only provides chemical information as it appears on Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

• The specific chemical information required by FracFocus.org, and thus the North Dakota rule, includes well location, identification data, and total fluid volume, as well as the composition of the additives with the trade name and manufacturer, the ingredients and their unique chemical identification numbers (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry), and the maximum concentrations of the chemicals in the additives and in the fluid.

• If the FracFocus.org database were to change and make viewable additional data elements, there is nothing in the North Dakota rule that would release operators from having to report those elements, as well.

• There is no requirement that the same information be submitted to state regulators.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• The North Dakota rule does not address the issue of trade secrets claims, so there is no official state process to designate or challenge information as such. It should be noted that FracFocus.org does not disclose trade secrets nor require substantiation of trade secrets claims, nor does the site provide a process for challenges to trade secrets claims.107

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

• The section of the rule that covers disclosure of fracking chemicals makes no mention of procedures for providing health care professionals with trade secrets information. However, a separate section of the rule authorizes regulators to “release such confidential completion and production data” to health care professionals if the regulators deem it necessary to protect public health and safety.

107 Data retrieved from FracFocus.org include this disclaimer: “All component information listed was obtained from the manufacturer’s Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). As such, the Operator is not responsible for inaccurate and/or incomplete information. Any questions regarding the content of the MSDS should be directed to the manufacturer who provided it. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) regulations govern the criteria for the disclosure of this information. Please note that Federal Law protects ‘proprietary’, ‘trade secret’, and ‘confidential business information’ and the criteria for how this information is reported on an MSDS is subject to 29 CFR 1910.1200(i) and Appendix D.”
ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- The rule requires chemical data to be disclosed to the FracFocus website.

OHIO

On June 11, 2012, Ohio Governor John Kasich (R) signed Senate Bill 315, which requires well operators to disclose chemicals used in fracking fluid. The new legislation makes changes to Ohio’s 2010 oil and gas law, which had only required disclosure of Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

BASELINE DATA

- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- Drillers and well owners will have to disclose, within 60 days after the completion of drilling operations, all information on chemicals used in fracking fluid.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- Drillers and well owners will be required to disclose the following information: the trade name and total amount of all products, fluids, and substances, as well as the manufacturer of each.

- The well owner is required to disclose a list of all chemicals added to all products, fluids, or substances, including each chemical’s unique identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) and the maximum concentration of each chemical. The owner is also required to provide a brief description of the purpose of each additive and a copy of the Material Safety Data Sheet for all materials used.

- The legislation also requires that the owner make “reasonable efforts” to obtain the chemical information from the drilling company and chemical manufacturer.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- The legislation allows well owners to claim that chemicals are trade secrets and should be kept confidential. It allows well owners to withhold “the identity, amount, concentration, or purpose of a product, fluid, or substance or of a chemical component.”

- The legislation does not require well owners to provide any upfront substantiation.

- A property owner, an adjacent property owner, or any interested person or state agency that may be negatively impacted by chemicals in fracking fluid may challenge a well owner’s or operator’s trade secrets claim in court. The court will determine if the identity, amount, concentration, or purpose of a chemical or fluid is entitled to trade secrets protection.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

- In the case of a spill or accident, the state agency can ask for the information but cannot disclose it to anyone.

To assist in the diagnosis or treatment of an individual affected by fracking fluid, the bill allows medical professionals treating the patient to receive the exact chemical composition of each product, fluid, or substance that is labeled a trade secret. The medical professional must keep the information confidential for any purpose that is not related to the diagnosis or treatment of the affected patient.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- The legislation requires the well owner to disclose the chemical information to the state’s Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management using one of the following methods: a form prescribed by the state agency; through FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website); or other means approved by the state.
- The legislation also calls for the state agency to make publicly available copies of the required chemical information and the Material Safety Data Sheets through the agency’s website.

OKLAHOMA

Well operators in Oklahoma will have to disclose the chemicals used in fracking fluid under a new rule that went into effect on July 1, 2012. Governor Mary Fallin (R) and state lawmakers signed off on the rules in May, which were developed by the Oklahoma Corporation Commission, the state agency focused on oil and gas development.

Although the rule went into effect on July 1, it only applies to horizontal wells that are hydraulically fractured on or after Jan. 1, 2013. After Jan. 1, 2014, the rule will apply to all wells that are hydraulically fractured.

BASELINE DATA

- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- Well operators have 60 days from the completion of hydraulic fracturing operations to submit chemical information.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- In addition to the total volume of base fluid and type of base fluid used, well operators are required to disclose the trade name, manufacturer, and general purpose of each chemical additive or other substances added to the base fluid.
- Well operators are also required to disclose the unique identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) and maximum concentration of each ingredient in any chemical additive or other substance added to the base fluid.
- The maximum concentration for any ingredient “must be presented as the percent by mass in the fracking fluid as a whole, and is not required to be presented as the percent by mass in any particular additive.”

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- The rule allows well operators to claim “in good faith” that chemicals are trade secrets and should be kept confidential, under Oklahoma’s Uniform Trade Secrets Act. Well operators may note the need for confidentiality in their submission to the FracFocus website instead of disclosing the protected information to the site.

- The submission must include the name of the manufacturer, service company, operator, or other person asserting the trade secrets claim, along with the chemical family name or similar descriptor of the chemical if the chemical identity and Chemical Abstracts Service Registry number are not disclosed (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

- The Oklahoma Corporation Commission or Oklahoma’s Oil and Gas Conservation Division may require well operators to file with the Oklahoma Conservation Commission a written explanation substantiating the trade secrets claim.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

- The state agency has the right to obtain chemical information from well operators under the provisions of its rule.

- The rule does not indicate that first responders or other health care professionals would be able to obtain trade secrets information in case of an emergency.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- Well operators are required to submit their chemical information to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website). Well operators have two options to submit their chemical information to FracFocus.org: either directly to the site or through a link on the Oklahoma Corporation Commission’s website.

PENNSYLVANIA

On Feb. 8, 2012, the state’s General Assembly passed a measure that requires disclosure of fracking chemicals.110 The new law replaces regulations implemented in 2011 by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) that required very limited disclosure of such chemicals.

BASELINE DATA

- Per prior state regulations, before drilling, operators must prepare a Preparedness, Prevention, and Contingency Plan (PPC Plan) that includes a list of chemicals present at the well site.

- The PPC Plan must be submitted to the DEP upon request. A Material Safety Data Sheet for each stored chemical must be submitted, as well. (Material Safety Data Sheets are information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers.)

---

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

- The new law differentiates between drillers of “conventional” and “unconventional” wells and creates different reporting requirements for each group. Unconventional wells are defined as those drilled in “a geological shale formation existing below the base of the Elk Sandstone...” Thus, the law creates different disclosure rules depending on the location and depth of the well.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

- Operators of both well types must submit a well completion report to state regulators within 30 days of drilling a well. The report must include a descriptive list of additives; their trade names and vendors; a list of all chemical ingredients, their unique chemical identification numbers (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry), and maximum concentrations in the base fluid; and the total volume of base fluid.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

- Well operators are allowed to designate portions of their submissions as trade secrets to be protected under Pennsylvania’s right-to-know law.111

- The law does not list any requirement for upfront substantiation of the trade secrets claims.

- The Pennsylvania right-to-know law provides a system for the public to challenge trade secrets claims by submitting written requests for the information to the state’s Office of the Inspector General.

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

- Well operators and vendors may claim additive names, chemical ingredient identification numbers, and concentrations to be trade secrets, but the chemical family must be disclosed (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

- Health care professionals who determine an emergency situation exists must receive the trade secrets information immediately but may be forced to sign a confidentiality agreement after the emergency has passed.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

- Only “unconventional” well operators are required to post information online. They must submit a report to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website) within 60 days of fracking.

- The law stipulates that the posted information be in “a format that does not link chemicals to their respective hydraulic fracturing additive.”

- Like Colorado’s rule, the Pennsylvania bill requires the online information be searchable by geographic area, chemical ingredient, Chemical Abstracts Service Registry number, time period, and operator. If FracFocus.org doesn’t provide these capabilities by January 2013, the DEP must “investigate the feasibility” of creating its own website.

In June 2011, Texas became the first state to pass a stand-alone fracking disclosure law when Governor Rick Perry (R) signed HB 3328, which requires limited disclosure of the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing. The Railroad Commission of Texas, the state regulatory body that oversees drilling operations, finalized a fracking fluids disclosure rule in December 2011. The Texas rule applies to all drilling permits issued on or after Feb. 1, 2012.

**BASELINE DATA**
- There is no requirement to report baseline data.

**THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING**
- The Texas rule requires drilling service providers, manufacturers, and well operators to disclose certain specific information (see below).
- The rule applies to all chemical additives (except for concentrations), not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets (information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers).

**SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION**
- The Texas rule requires drilling service providers and manufacturers to provide to the well operator the specific identities and unique chemical identification numbers (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry) of all chemicals in fracking fluids, not just the chemicals deemed hazardous. The trade names of the fracking additives and brief descriptions of their purposes are also required.
- The concentration of each chemical (percent by mass) must be disclosed but only for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets.
- The state’s rule also requires basic information, including the operator name; well location (including latitude and longitude); well identification number and depth; and the volume of water or base fluid used.

**TRADE SECRETS PROCESS**
- The Texas rule allows for drillers to claim the chemical name and family as trade secrets and conceal that information from the public and regulators (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).
- Texas drillers do not need to substantiate trade secrets claims they make on their required submissions.
- Challenges to trade secrets claims are allowed only by landowners on whose property the well is located or owners of adjacent property, as well as government entities with jurisdiction over an issue impacted by the secrecy.
- Challenges must be submitted to the Railroad Commission within 24 months of well completion. The commission will review the challenges and forward satisfactorily completed challenges to the office of the Texas attorney general for further review.

---

TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS

• In emergencies, trade secrets cannot be withheld from emergency and health care workers.

ONLINE DISCLOSURE

• Upon completion of the well, Texas requires drillers to upload the chemical information to FracFocus.org (a third-party fracking disclosure website). The rule does not require that the website eventually be searchable.

WYOMING

Wyoming became the first state to require some level of disclosure of fracking chemicals when a rule issued by the state’s Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC) went into effect on Sept. 15, 2010. Much of the controversy surrounding fracking secrecy originated in Wyoming, following well-publicized instances of water contamination.

BASELINE DATA

• Drillers in Wyoming must submit an application for a permit to drill or deepen a well before any fracturing activity can take place. Included in the permit application, the driller must list the anticipated type and quantity of the base fluid, as well as location and other technical information for the planned drilling.

• The well operator must provide to state regulators the chemical additives and proposed rates or concentrations of the additives, along with a description of the additives (e.g., biocide, corrosion inhibitor, or friction reducer), the unique chemical identification number (as listed by the American Chemical Society in the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry), and chemical name.

THE SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REPORTING

• Disclosure is required for all fracking chemicals, not just those with Material Safety Data Sheets, both before and after a well is fracked. (Material Safety Data Sheets are information sheets the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires manufacturers to provide for chemicals that OSHA has deemed hazardous to workers.)

• The rule only requires well operators and drillers to submit information, not manufacturers.

• Within 30 days after a well is completed, the operator must file a Well Completion or Recompletion Report with state regulators.

SPECIFIC CHEMICAL INFORMATION

• In the Well Completion or Recompletion Report, well operators must include the actual amounts, concentrations, names, and Chemical Abstracts Service Registry numbers of the chemicals added to the fracking fluid, as well as the total amount of fluid used.

TRADE SECRETS PROCESS

• Wyoming’s disclosure rule requires drillers to submit a written request for trade secrets protections for information submitted to the WOGCC. The request must specify what information is being claimed as a trade secret, along with justifications and documentation.

Wyoming’s disclosure rule does not define trade secrets for purposes of oil and gas drilling but affords them protection from disclosure under the state’s open records law. State law defines trade secrets as information that “derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.”

Under Wyoming law, there is no administrative process to challenge trade secrets claims. Denials of access to information claimed to be trade secrets can only be challenged in a state district court.

In August 2011, WOGCC announced that the identities of 146 chemicals submitted by 11 companies had been granted trade secrets protections. At that time, Wyoming had rejected just two requests for trade secrets protections.

**TRADE SECRETS LIMITATIONS**

- Since Wyoming’s disclosure rule does not define trade secrets for purposes of oil and gas drilling, there is no mention of disclosing chemical family information for chemicals that are claimed as trade secrets (a chemical family is a general name for a group of chemicals that share similar properties).

- There is also a process to ensure that health care officials and emergency personnel can access trade secrets information when needed.

**ONLINE DISCLOSURE**

- There is no requirement for the information to be publicly disclosed online.

---

115 Numerous states use a general definition of trade secrets as laid out in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, a template for state legislatures drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.

Conclusion: Moving Forward

It’s been almost 25 years since Ruben McMillian and his wife found black goo in their tap water. Since then, hydraulic fracturing has grown rapidly in the United States. Despite efforts to reassert federal oversight authority, the responsibility for oversight of natural gas drilling resides with state governments at this moment in time.

As citizen pressure for new protections and greater oversight mounts, more state governments are establishing new laws and rules requiring disclosure of the chemicals used in fracking and better monitoring of their potential impacts on local water supplies and public health. However, no state laws or administrative agency oversight rules meet all the criteria for good oversight policy outlined in earlier sections of this report.

The biggest shortcoming of state chemical disclosure laws is the exemption that allows companies to withhold “confidential business information.” This loophole allows companies to conceal specific information on the ingredients in their products by claiming that disclosure would undermine their business model or give competitors an advantage.

Already, gas drillers in Wyoming have used a “trade secrets” claim to resist the state’s disclosure laws, and a legal challenge has been required to try to wrestle the information from them. As we discussed earlier in the report, honoring the public’s right to know and the government’s responsibility to protect public health and water resources will require moving away from *de facto*
automatic exemptions when trade secrets are claimed, toward a new process of public review of business claims.

In a disturbing development for public interest advocates, the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), an organization funded by large corporations and dedicated to moving state legislation that reflects their priorities, appears to be pushing the adoption of state disclosure legislation with broad “trade secrets” exemptions and other provisions so that state legislatures can claim they are acting, while providing very little in terms of real oversight.117

Savvy industry lobbyists appear to be working on exploiting the confusing and sometimes competing authority structures embedded in American federalism. Some state officials are trying to preempt the right of local communities to decide whether they want natural gas drilling in their communities. In Pennsylvania, legislators committed to expanding gas production passed Act 13, a law that preempted the authority of local governments to ban gas drilling. Seven municipalities in Pennsylvania have challenged the constitutionality of the law. In New York, industry challenged the right of local communities to ban natural gas drilling, but state courts have twice upheld the right of towns to ban the activity.

While state chemical disclosure laws should be much stronger and aggressively enforced, ultimately, federal legislation will be needed to guarantee Americans’ water and air quality. Watersheds and shale gas deposits extend beneath state lines, and it is simply unmanageable to have multiple sets of rules governing natural resources unconstrained by jurisdictional boundaries. Federal action is needed.

Two competing pieces of federal legislation have been introduced. One, the Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals Act, or FRAC Act, would reestablish the EPA’s oversight authority of hydraulic fracturing under the Safe Drinking Water Act and would require that drillers disclose the identities of the chemicals used in fracturing fluids. However, an opposing bill, Fracturing Regulations Are Effective in State Hands Act, or FRESH Act, would legislate that only state governments possess the authority to regulate fluid injections and toxic chemicals used in fracking. Given the extreme partisanship of Congress today, legislation to establish more federal oversight of hydraulic fracturing is unlikely.

But even without legislative action, executive agencies could do more. Under the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is required to make information about the release of toxic chemicals above a certain threshold available to the public. The EPA has the authority to require entire industry sectors to report releases of toxic chemicals, and the oil and gas extraction industries could and should be added to the agency’s industry list.118 Moreover, as part of EPCRA, the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) tracks over 650 toxic chemicals. A 2008 study found that 36 of the 65 fracking chemicals used in Colorado were being tracked under the TRI program.119

The EPA could also use the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) to improve disclosure of fracking chemicals. In November 2011, EPA agreed to require fracking chemical manufacturers to report data on the chemical substances and mixtures used in their products and to submit copies of existing health and safety studies regarding these chemicals. However, it declined to commis-
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sion its own toxicity studies of the impact of the chemical mixtures used in the exploration and production of natural gas. So when rules are issued, they will apply to the manufacturers and processors of fracking chemicals, not to the drillers and operators. This means the EPA will not collect information on the quantities of chemicals used at discrete locations. And TSCA contains trade secrets exemptions that the industry will likely use to withhold information on some chemicals.

The Department of the Interior has the authority to oversee and regulate all activities on federal lands, and it has recently released a proposed chemical disclosure rule for companies drilling on public lands. The rule improves standards for gas well construction and establishes requirements for wastewater disposal, but its chemical disclosure requirements don’t kick in until after drilling is completed, and it contains a trade secrets loophole. Wells drilled using hydraulic fracturing on public land represent about 23 percent of all fracking wells in operation.

The natural gas extraction industry contains some of the largest and most technologically sophisticated firms in the world. Given the amount of capital and technical expertise they manage, we should be able to expect and demand that they follow the highest standards of construction, equipment operations, and safety in the pursuit of new energy resources. A recent international study on natural gas extraction estimates that building wells to the highest possible safety standards would add about seven percent to construction costs. This is a critical investment in America’s future that the industry needs to make.

Ultimately, the responsibility for ensuring that the natural gas industry drills safely and responsibly rests with government. More federal oversight is needed, and the most direct and efficient mechanism for establishing oversight would be to close the 2005 “Halliburton loophole” exempting natural gas drilling from the protections of the Safe Drinking Water Act.

Until that happens, oversight responsibility for natural gas drilling has been left in the hands of state governments. To fulfill their responsibility to protect the health and welfare of the people who reside in their states, public officials – legislators and administrators – need to develop strong chemical disclosure rules that meet the principles set out in this report. Disclosing the chemicals associated with natural gas extraction is the necessary first step to ensuring that our search for new domestic energy supplies does not compromise our water resources or threaten the health of our people. People have the right to know if potentially toxic chemicals are being discharged into the environment where they’re living and raising children, and government has the responsibility to establish standards and procedures that protect the general welfare. More oversight is needed.

121 However, EPA has recently been active in limiting the claims allowed under this program and has even disclosed large numbers of records previously claimed as trade secrets, allowing the public to review past claims that may be questionable.
## Appendix:

### Key Features of State Hydraulic Fracturing Chemical Disclosure Policies and Proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>When does the rule become effective?</th>
<th>Who is chemical data reported to?</th>
<th>Is there chemical disclosure before fracking begins?</th>
<th>Is the base fluid volume disclosed?</th>
<th>Is the unique chemical ID number disclosed?</th>
<th>Is the chemical trade name disclosed?</th>
<th>Is the chemical concentration disclosed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Jan. 15, 2011</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>Limited disclosure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but only the percent by volume of the total products used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Apr. 1, 2012</td>
<td>FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>State government and FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, but only for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>July 1, 2012</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 2011</td>
<td>State government or FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but only for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but only for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>June 22, 2011</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not required, but often disclosed</td>
<td>Not required, but often disclosed</td>
<td>Yes, but only a range, not the concentrations of individual chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Aug. 27, 2011</td>
<td>State government or FracFocus.org</td>
<td>Limited disclosure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 2012</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>April 12, 2012</td>
<td>FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>June 11, 2012</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>July 1, 2012</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Feb. 8, 2012</td>
<td>State government and FracFocus.org for unconventional wells only</td>
<td>Upon request, operators are required to submit limited information to the Dept. of Environmental Protection</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 2012</td>
<td>FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but only for chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>Sept. 15, 2010</td>
<td>State government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (except trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*proposed
### Key Features of State Hydraulic Fracturing Chemical Disclosure Policies and Proposals (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Is the chemical family of trade secrets chemicals disclosed?</th>
<th>Are all chemicals disclosed or only those with Material Safety Data Sheets?</th>
<th>Is the manufacturer name disclosed?</th>
<th>Is upfront trade secrets substantiation required?</th>
<th>Are challenges to trade secrets allowed?</th>
<th>Is information required to be available online?</th>
<th>Is the information required to be searchable online?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No, but currently state is posting some information on its website</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, on state government site</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>Yes, by January 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, but limited to landowners, adjacent landowners, government agencies only</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No, but currently state is posting Material Safety Data Sheets on its website</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Yes, unless chemical family is a trade secret</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>To be determined by regulators</td>
<td>Yes, but limited to landowners, adjacent landowners, government agencies only</td>
<td>Yes, on state government site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>To be determined by regulators</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, on state government site</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but no details given</td>
<td>No details given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Only chemicals with Material Safety Data Sheets</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, on state government site</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, but only if the state requests it</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org for unconventional wells only</td>
<td>Yes, by January 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Yes, unless chemical family is a trade secret</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>Yes, but limited to landowners, adjacent landowners, government agencies only</td>
<td>Yes, on FracFocus.org</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No details</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*proposed